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When the present and several governments in America today are considering the needs
and wants in the future of America, it is recommended here that we must also consider the
demographic facts of the past and present, which will readily lead us to arrive at certain
conclusions as to what can be expected, relevant to that otherwise unknown future. Knowing the
future in this limited regard, such knowledge will help resolve many presently confusing matters
that are afflicting us as individuals, as a family, as a people, a culture and a race.
For this reason, I offer my comments in this little treatise upon the little known yet
readily recognizable future of America in general and Iowa in particular. Please read it and
consider its avoidable consequences. Let me thank you for occupying a moment of your time in
doing so, and contemplate the actual facts, which ought to predominate any impassioned pleas to
the contrary.
The theories of Charles Darwin have had more of an impact upon humanity than the
atheists would ever want, more than the intellectuals would think, and more than the religious
would ever believe. Everyone knows about Darwinism, and everyone remembers the two
popularized main points, even if these are not those main points, and even if they don’t believe
them as true.
These are the two well-known basic premises of Darwin’s theories: “natural selection,”
and, “survival of the fittest.”
In the most general of views here, “Natural Selection” suggests that for sometimes
unknown reasons, specific living beings “select” particular other beings, because of some
advantage that combination would offer, whether as an association or a reproduction of their
mutual existence. Any denial, reduction, or adulteration of that narrowly construed selection will
result in a diminished content that would obstruct chances of survival and progress, even if that
intentional selection is not designed to adopt and adapt to the Darwinian theory of “Survival Of
The Fittest.”
And where “Survival Of The Fittest” is concerned, those beings who eventually
constitute themselves as stronger than their “competitors,” in physical or intellectual strength,
will survive the troubles and torments in the sometimes vicious “life or death” struggle, whether
applying Natural Selection or not. This would be an adequate summation for now.
The intellectually stronger may have the advantage over the physically stronger only if
they are smart enough and apply it, and perhaps are somewhat matched, and better if superior, in
numerical strength, i.e., population. Regardless of numbers, the physically weak always die for
lack of strength (unless propped up by the stronger, diluting that greater strength), and the
ignorant die for lack of ability to solve threatening problems or failing to adjust to changing

circumstances. That also is fairly obvious, even without Darwin, but not necessarily so.
In this “Selection & Fittest” aspect where the future of America is considered, survival of
a particular people now may as often rely less upon intellect and more upon population numbers
and the inner strength to defend themselves. Members of one set of beings with a greater
population than another set will usually survive, or at least be superior, and thus dominate. The
more populous, the less conflict. Therefore Births & Birth Rates are one indication of who shall
survive and who shall dominate. This is the way of history.
And to see how these two Darwinist theories apply to the future of America, we need
merely to look upon the basic, foundational needs of humanity to see the failure of the majority
people in America and in Iowa to accomplish this necessary task of providing and applying
enough population “strength,” and of late, racially and naturally correct “selection,” to maintain
the fundamental continuum of a properly desired existence, and maintain the surrounding social,
political, and other relevant circumstances extant. And again, it involves birth and birth rates.
The relevant Big Question in the Darwinian Theory is: "Who shall select whom? What
constitutes ‘strength’ and ‘fit’? Who will survive? Who shall be the dominate people in America,
and in Iowa?" Past census statistics prove easily enough these important details: that for every
five or six Caucasian people who die, only one Caucasian child is born; whereas the reverse is
true for most of the other so-called “people of color”: for the Blacks, for every one Black who
dies, 5 or 6 Blacks are born; and for the Hispanics, for every one Hispanic who dies, 8 are
Hispanics are born.
These birth rates also easily reveal who shall be the victor in this “competition for
survival,” if not also domination, in America, in Iowa, and elsewhere. Those are facts, proven at
any Public Library, in The Statistical Abstract of the United States (U.S. Gov’t Printing Office),
Chp. 1, § Births Per 1,000 Women. (Statistics mentioned here do not include the destructive acts
of inter-racial miscegenation, which destroys both of the previously established, consistently
“selected” racial constructs). That well-settled analysis states that for any people to exist, they
must have a birth rate of 2.1 births per 1,000 women; essentially, three children per woman,
merely to survive as a race of people. Anything less, and it lowers the numerical population of
that race, regardless of its intellect.
Berthing in to existence more children means a better chance of survival for that specific
kind of people; fewer births means a greater risk of failure, regardless of propaganda and hype to
the contrary. And the several graphs and charts presented in that “Statistical Analysis” show a
“minus sign” at every Caucasian birth rate, for decades past, indicating a birth rate of less than
that replacement level of 2.1, while other races of people have higher birth numbers of 5.0 and
8.0 birth rates, suggesting not only little hope for change in the future, but worse, more than
suggesting that “the days of the White man are numbered.” Unless something is done to correct
and change this process, the Caucasian race will not live long.
At the same time, the non-Caucasian people in America and elsewhere in the world are
becoming increasingly aware of two circumstances: first, the long-known and obvious
intellectual superiority of the Caucasian race when compared to the histories of progress and

works of other races; and second, this diminishing of Caucasian population “strength.” These
other races are “naturally” doing something about it: seeing opportunity to rise above their
“place” in the world, they have been for those same decades berthing-in even greater numbers of
children of their own race(s), thus increasingly to their own favor, even if their racial “selection”
amongst themselves is not applied accurately. This rise in the strength of those non-Caucasians
is a necessity, Darwinian or not. A sometimes physically or intellectually inferior, yet
numerically superior people, when bonded together with a unifying desire to survive, succeed,
and eventually dominate, will always win the day. The battle between “brains & brawn” is not
one of equality; it will be won by the “fittest,” and the other will follow, submit, or perish.
To make this problematic situation worse, with each non-birth of any race of people,
there is an increasing number of future non-births which otherwise would derive from the later,
then-nonexistent future’s ancestors; this is entirely mathematical. If a “family of two children”
insists upon that continuum, being less than the 2.1 rate required, a sample populace of 1,000
people will be a mere 8 in less than 300 years. And if such losers were a formerly superior
people, then with the contempt of hostility thrown at that weak and emaciated people by the
formerly inferior racial or political people who believe the diminishing ones “deserve no
respect,” the declining people’s demise is ever-closer than that. Caucasians have been practicing
the “none, one, or two children per family” for many decades. What is their future?
The future belongs to the productive, the fittest, and this is best proved in their respective
birth rates, followed by their demonstrable intellect. And the Caucasian people in America, and
Iowa, and across the nation, are not sufficiently productive, nor are they fit. They may be
intelligent, they may produce the highest technology in the sciences, medicine, communication,
commerce, and elsewhere, and greatly bless humanity with their works which has yet to be
equaled by any other race of peoples on the face of the planet.
But intellect is not enough; rhetoric is not enough; economics is not enough; sympathy
for others is not enough; presumptions of equality to others and civil rights among all are not
enough (with an unjustifiable equality being the worst of them all). To succeed in life as a mere
survivor, people must also be productive in propagating their racial life, and in this aspect the
Caucasians in America, Europe, and elsewhere, fail, and continue to fail, at a rate that
necessarily predicts they are a doomed people. There is no place for them in the future: being unfit, they do not fit-in.
Therefore it is not a problem for a thinking, contemplative people to see that the
Caucasian race at large, intelligent and successful as it has been, is now, and may be, is not “fit”
to survive: their “strength in numbers” fails; equally so, their “selections” are weakening what
strength they have. And while America at large, and Iowa in particular, was at earlier times
comprised almost exclusively of Caucasian people, and thus occupying the stronger and superior
“place,” today that Caucasian populace in Iowa, for example, has diminished (as of c.A.D. 2006
or so) to about 85% of the overall populace, and for the national populace, it is nearing far less
than that. This year, A.D. 2010, the “tipping point” will be attained, where “minority” births will
out-number Caucasian births; from that point, the downward slide of Caucasian births will
accelerate at an ever-rapid pace. And with that dimishment attaches also the increasing loss of
“place,” whether in numerical, intellectual, political, social or any other previously rightfully

occupied place. It must happen. Someone must lead, and rule.
The reasons for this exponential loss is evident:
1. The Caucasians refuse, whether by ignorance or intent, to birth into this world enough of their
own race to maintain their racial existence, not even for a mere survival.
2. The Caucasians refuse, whether by ignorance or persuasion, to recognize the higher birth rates
of other races as a danger to their own racial existence, whether such non-Caucasian births are
benevolent or not.
3. The Caucasians refuse, more by persuasion, to consider and/or do anything about this birth
loss & birth gain problem, resorting to a presently destructive “live and let live” philosophy
destined to overtake and ruin themselves.
4. The Caucasians almost willfully exacerbate the problem, by nearly groveling at the feet of
other less-intellectually blessed races (apparently not realizing the numerical increase in those
other races), encouraging their more fit competitors to take a higher if not highest “place” in an
exceedingly technical and technological society which the natural intellect of those other races
had not and cannot arrive at on their own, nor occupy or maintain for any great length of time.
The result of which is to see that advanced civilization gradually and increasingly fail, thus bring
upon that surviving humanity a misery worse than any “dark age” previously known to mankind.
And for that alone, the Caucasian race will be cursed by the survivors, even in their graves.
Demographically, as presented above, we find the evidence needed to prove true the
Darwinian theory of “selection and survival”; and that, the Caucasian race will not long survive
if it continues as it has been conducting itself. Failing to assure their numerical strength, they are
a dead race, dead yet while still standing even today. But again, they will not stand for long.
This is a serious matter, although few would believe it among the Caucasian race, while
others will easily believe it. It represents a serious threat to the existence of the entire Caucasian
race, one of the three great races among mankind. Something must be done, and yet the situation
is so serious, and so precarious, that it truly will take The Hand Of God to save us; but with the
reprobate Ways of Cain and of Baal being followed by most all Caucasians in their daily life, at
the persuasion and insistence of those who literally hate that Caucasian race, these diminishing
peoples follow that Errant Way in total ignorance, even tho it is in an open defiance of their God.
For that, such divine Help may not be forthcoming, and at the moment, Your Presenter does not
see that divine Hand moving in our racial favor.
While creationists may say God created the world, Darwin tells us that in such a world as
we have now, Created or Evolved, only the fittest, only the strongest, will survive; intellect
helps, but it is not sufficient on its own. And among the survivors thereafter, their superiors will
be among those willing to be productively selective in their birth choices, to find themselves
arriving at an intellectually superior place, thus dominate over all the other survivors.
Here, with our present situation and its miserable circumstances, we have an abundance

of demonstrable proof of these Darwinian theories and how they work, every time — with or
without that divine entity we call “God,” or perhaps more correctly at the Impulse of that God,
using “Darwin” to make His point very clear.
Plainly, for all the people of America, and of the world at large, of whatever race, to
enjoy in the future what they had in the past, and somewhat enjoy in the present, the Caucasians
wherever found must secure a future for their own race, and a proper place for their children and
grandchildren and future great-grandchildren, by immediately commence in berthing-in of
sufficient numbers of their own racial kindred to obtain this necessary goal. Nothing else will
suffice.
Darwin’s “Natural Selection and Survival of the fittest,” therefore, will determine the
future of America, and of Iowa.

